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The utilization of erythromycin fermentation dregs (EFD), one kind of solid biowaste, is
limited due to the high-level residue of antibiotics. Hydrothermal pretreatment (HT) has
great potential to remove residual antibiotics. However, its harmless performance and
influence on the EFD anerobic digestion (AD) process remains unclear. In this study, HT
was conducted for erythromycin removal before EFD AD with the temperature ranging
from 80 to 180°C. Moreover, changes in biogas yield, antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs),
and microbial communities in the EFD AD process were compared among different
treatments. The results showed that under the optimal hydrothermal temperature of
160°C, more than 85% of erythromycin was eliminated. In addition, HT significantly
reduced the ARGs in the EFD AD process and ermT and mefA relative abundance
decreased by one order of magnitude. Mobile genetic elements (IntI1 and Tn916/1545)
also showed decreased tendency with the hydrothermal temperature elevation. The
maximum methane production of 428.3 ml g−1 VS was obtained in the AD system of
EFD with hydrothermal treatment at 160°C. It is attributed to the cooperation of hydrolysis
and acidogenesis bacteria (e.g., Aminicenantales and Sedimentibacter) and
methylotrophic methanogens (Candidatus_Methanofastidiosum and Methanosarcina),
and they presented the highest relative abundance in this group. The results indicated
that methylated substance reduction was the major methanogenesis route. Hydrothermal
technology was of great potential to realize the harmless treatment of EFD and for recycling
EFD via AD.

Keywords: erythromycin fermentation dregs, antibiotic resistance genes, anerobic digestion, methane production,
microbial community

1 INTRODUCTION

Antibiotics have been widely used in clinical medicine, animal husbandry, and other fields (David
et al., 2021; Gamble et al., 2022). Most antibiotics are manufactured by microbiological fermentation,
which produces millions of tons of byproducts – antibiotic fermentation dregs (AFD) (Wang et al.,
2022). AFD is one kind of organic solid waste and has great potential to be fertilizer or feedstuff
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because it contains lots of organic carbon such as protein and
polysaccharides (Xiao et al., 2015; Zhang T. et al., 2015; Shen
et al., 2019). However, residual unextracted antibiotics limit its
use due to possible ecosystem risks (Kemper, 2008).
Erythromycin fermentation dregs (EFD) with 640 mg kg−1

residual erythromycin and 90% water content have raised
concerns among all the AFD (Zhang et al., 2019). It could not
only pose threats to living species such as Daphnia magna and
Selenastrum capricornutum but also present selecting pressure of
antibiotic bacteria and promote the spread of antibiotic resistant
genes, if without reasonable disposal (Zhang et al., 2019).
Moreover, the EFD is the reservoir of ARGs, for example, the
relative abundance of ermB is 6.82 × 10−4copies/16S rRNA copies
(Zhang et al., 2019). The ARGs in the environment pose great
threats to human health, especially those related to human
pathogens. Thus, the development of suitable treatment
methods is encouraged, as they will enable resource utilization
and pollution control (erythromycin and ARGs) of EFD.

Anerobic digestion (AD) is of great advantage for the treatment
of EFD as it can remove some contaminants and convert biomass
into biogas at the same time (Syafiuddin and Boopathy, 2021). The
AD process includes four stages, hydrolysis, acidogenesis,
acetogenesis, and methanogenesis, and each stage requires
specific bacteria and archaea (Pang et al., 2022). As AD involves
multiple equilibria between microbial metabolism, the substance
that affects the microbial activity could influence the AD
performance, visualizing biogas production (Pang et al., 2021).
Numerous studies have investigated the influence of antibiotics
on the AD process. The biogas yield decreased significantly as
the clarithromycin increased to 10mg L−1 (Zeng et al., 2021).
Florfenicol with a concentration of 36 mg L−1 could reduce 40%
ofmethane production (Mitchell et al., 2013). In addition, antibiotics
were the major driver of ARG propagation in some biological
processes (Bai et al., 2019; Ni et al., 2020). Lu et al. (2021)
confirmed the accumulation of antibiotics in agricultural soil,
inducing the enrichment of ARGs. Li et al. (2022) found positive
relationships between antibiotics and ARGs in swine manure
composting process. According to previous research, antibiotics
do not only inhibit methane production but also induce an
increase in ARG. Moreover, the flocs and mycelium in EFD
decreased the anaerobic biodegradability. Thus, to guarantee the
favorable AD performance of EFD andmaximumARG reduction, a
pretreatment must be performed preceding the AD processes.

Hydrothermal technology is one of the most promising
pretreatment methods for EFD as it is highly efficient at
antibiotic elimination and is environmentally friendly (Wang
et al., 2018a). In addition, this technology could destroy floc
structure and microbial cell walls, making refractory organic
matters available for AD (Wang et al., 2018a). As reported, the
hydrothermal temperature is the most important factor affecting
pretreatment performance (Chen et al., 2020). Previous research
has evaluated the temperature influences on sludge hydrolysis
ranging from 60 to 270°C and confirmed that the effective
condition was between 160 and 180°C (Pilli et al., 2015).
Toutian et al. (2020) found some recalcitrant soluble organics,
which would be produced as the temperature increased above
180°C and that reduced anaerobic biodegradability. Chen et al.

(2018) reported that the sludge with hydrothermal treatment at
160°C for 30 min in the AD process increased 33.4% biogas
production compared to no pretreatment. Moreover, Li and Jin
(2015) investigated the properties with the thermal pretreatment
(55–160°C) and found that the highest methane yield was obtained
from those pretreated at 90 and 120°C for 70 and 50min,
respectively. However, the appropriate treatment temperatures
of EFD were unclear. The influences of hydrothermal treatment
on the EFD AD process such as methane production, antibiotics,
and ARG removal remain to be investigated.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to comprehensively
explore the influence of hydrothermal treatment on the EFD AD
process from the aspects of methane production, ARG
abundance, and community composition of bacteria and
archaea. First, the methane yield of EFD was evaluated at
different hydrothermal temperatures (80, 120, 160, and 180°C).
Then, the changes of typical ARGs and MEGs in the EFD AD
process were monitored and the correspondent mechanisms were
analyzed. Finally, the bacterial and archaeal community
structures were investigated during the EFDAD process with HT.

2 METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Materials
In this study, the EFD was obtained from a pharmaceutical
company in Xinjiang, China. The water content of EFD was
about 90% and the residual concentration of erythromycin (ERY)
in the raw EFD was around 720 ± 56 mg kg−1. Anerobic seed
sludge was collected from a sewage treatment plant in Shanghai,
China. It was cultured at 37°C for 14 days to recover the activity of
microbial organisms before use. The basic physicochemical
properties of the sludge and EFD were listed in Table1.
Briefly, the total solid contents of EFD and inoculum sludge
were 10 ± 0.9% and 13.6 ± 0.1%, respectively, and the VS contents
were 85.2 ± 1.1% and 92.1 ± 1.2%, correspondingly.

2.2 HT Experiment
The hydrothermal experiment was conducted in a stainless steel
columnar reactor with a Teflon liner of 300 ml volume. Five
treatments including control and hydrothermally treated with
different temperatures were carried out in the electric oven
independently (Cai et al., 2020). The preset reaction
temperatures are 80, 120, 160, and 180°C. In detail, 150 g of
the homogenized EFD sample was added to each reactor and was
allowed to react at the preset temperature for 60 min. The

TABLE 1 | Basic physicochemical properties of the EFD and seed sludge in
this study.

Parameters EFD Seed Sludge

pH value 5.6 ± 0.1 6.8 ± 0.1
Moisture content (%) 90 ± 0.5 86.4 ± 0.3
Total solid content (%) 10.0 ± 0.9 13.6 ± 0.1
Volatile solid content (%) 85.2 92.1
TOC (mg/L) 40,000 ± 2000 158.5 ± 4.8
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reaction was thought to start when the oven reached the preset
temperature (80, 120, 160, and 180°C). After that, the sample was
taken out of the oven and cooled naturally.

2.3 AD Test
4The AD experiment was conducted in 500-ml wide-mouthed bottles
with 300ml working volume. The mixture of hydrothermal
pretreated EFD and seed sludge was inoculated in the bottles with
a total volume of 200ml. Particularly, the ratio of the inoculum to the
substrate (treated EFD) was 2:1 based on the VS content. The tests
with only 200ml inoculum sludge were set as the control (Cai et al.,
2021). The pH value of all the tests was adjusted to 6.8–7.2, and all the
anerobic bottles were flushed with nitrogen for 5min to remove
oxygen, creating a suitable anerobic condition. The AD experiment
was performed in a shaking incubator with a constant temperature of
37 ± 1°C. The shaking speed was 80 rmin−1 in the total experiment.
The generated gas was collected with a gas bag, and the concentration
of ERY and routine parameters such as soluble protein, soluble
carbohydrate total solid (TS), volatile solid (VS), chemical oxygen
demand (COD), ammonia nitrogen (NH4

+ - N), and total nitrogen
(TN) weremeasured every day. The evolution of ARGs andmicrobial
community was analyzed after being cultured for 15 and 30 days,
respectively. Three parallel experiments were set up in each group.

2.4 Analytical Methods
TS, VS, COD, NH4

+ - N, and TN were analyzed according to the
standard APHA method (Cai et al., 2021). The Lowry–Folin
method and Anthrone method were used to measure protein and
carbohydrates, respectively (Classics Lowry et al., 1951; Raunkjær
et al., 1994). The cumulative methane production was determined
by the automatic flow measurement unit of Automatic Methane
Potential Test System II (Bioprocess Control, Sweden). The TOC
analyzer was used to analyze the dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
content (TOCV, Shimadzu, Japan). The ERY concentration in the
hydrothermally treated EFD and digestate was determined based
on the study of Zhang G. et al. (2015). Briefly, the erythromycin in
the EFD was ultrasonically extracted with the extraction solution
(30 ml 0.01 M Tris-0.02 M CaCl2, pH = 6) for 30 min. Then, the
supernatant obtained by centrifugation was further purified via
liquid–liquid microextraction. After concentration, the extracts
were reconstituted into 1 ml methanol and loaded into 2-ml
screwcap amber glass vials for analysis. An Agilent 1210 liquid
chromatography (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA, United States) equipped
with a C18 chromatographic column (Waters-Xbridge C18,
3.5 μm, 4.6 × 150 mm) was used to analyze the erythromycin
content. The mobile phase was made up of MeOH and 0.1%
formic acid (55:45) with a flow rate of 1 ml min−1.

The total microbial genomic DNA was extracted via the
FastDNA spin Kit (MP biomedical, United States) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions and stored at −20°C before
analysis. The quality of extracted DNA was checked by a
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, United States). The abundance of target
resistance genes was quantified by real-time qPCR (Wegene
Bio-technology, Shanghai). Seven erythromycin resistance genes,
namely, ereA, ereB, ermA, ermB, ermT, mefA, and mphA were
selected in this research. At the same time, two kinds of MGEs

(IntI1 and Tn916/1545) and 16S rRNA genes were quantitatively
analyzed. The relative abundance of target genes was standardized
by the 16S RNA gene. Three repeats were conducted for the quality
control. Moreover, the microbial communities among different
AD treatments were analyzed via MiSeq sequencing.

2.5 Statistical Analysis
The relative abundance histogram of the target genes was drawn
with OriginPro 9.0 (OriginLabInc., United States). SPSS was used
for one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Principal component
analysis (PCA) was conducted by R with the ggplot2 package. The
co-occurrence network analysis of the ARGs and their potential
hosts was performed and visualized by Gephi 0.9.1.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Erythromycin Degradation in
Hydrothermal Treatment
Erythromycin concentration and removal rate after the
hydrothermal treatment was examined (Figure 1).
Erythromycin concentration decreased evidently as the
temperature increased from 80 to 180°C. As shown in Figure 1,
only 5% of erythromycin was removed in the hydrothermal
treatment with the temperature of 80°C. Although the removal
efficiency enhanced to 18.2% at 120°C, around 589 mg kg−1

erythromycin was left in the EFD. As the hydrothermal
treatment temperature reached 160 and 180°C, the
erythromycin removal rate increased to 88.5 and 90.1%,
respectively. The results indicated that the erythromycin
removal rate increased with the hydrothermal temperature
which was in accordance with previous research (Zhang et al.,
2019). It is attributed to the fact that the rising temperature
increased the number of activated molecules and enhanced
molecular mobility, resulting in elevated degradation rate
constants (Wang et al., 2018b). To remove more erythromycin
from the EFD, a higher hydrothermal temperature was
encouraged. However, it means more energy consumption. In
addition, the high temperature would lead to microbial
inaccessibility as the tar and char would be produced at a

FIGURE 1 | Changes of erythromycin concentration in the erythromycin
fermentation dregs (EFD) with different hydrothermal treatments.
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temperature above 220°C for 30 min (Zhang et al., 2014). In this
research, there was no significant removal efficiency improvement
as the hydrothermal temperature increased from 160 to 180°C.
Thus, to ensure considerable erythromycin removal and enough
soluble organics in the EFD for microbial accessibility, the optimal
hydrothermal temperature of 160°C was chosen.

3.2 Methanogenic Performance
The cumulative and daily methane production of the EFD
hydrothermally treated with different temperatures is presented
in Figure 2. The methanogenesis was enhanced gradually with the
treatment temperature increasing from 80 to 160°C (Figure 2A).
However, as the treatment temperature reached 180°C, methane
production decreased. It might be because of the Maillard effect
which consumed the soluble compounds in the EFD at high
temperature (Vhangani and Van Wyk, 2021). In addition,
except for the raw sludge, the methane production of all the
groups gradually leveled off in 10–15 days and moved toward
the platform stage. The maximum accumulative methane yield
(428.3 ml g VS−1) was obtained in the EFD with hydrothermal
treatment at 160°C, which was 16% higher than that of the raw
EFD. It was in line with the results in 3.1 that hydrothermal

temperature at 160°C showed the largest erythromycin removal.
The cumulative methane production of the raw EFD and EFD
hydrothermally treated at 180, 120, and 80°C were 369.2, 360.6,
358.6, and 341.4 ml g VS−1, respectively. There was no significant
difference in the cumulative biogas production between the raw
EFD and those treated at 180 and 120°C. However, methane yield
was lowest in EFD treated at 80°C, which might be because this
condition could not destroy the super colloidal structure of EFD,
hindering the dissolution of organic matters (Yang et al., 2019).
However, few of the released organics absorbed by the EFD
particles also inhibited methane production. As shown in
Figure 2B, there were two prominent sites in the daily methane
production. EFD treated at 160°C had the peak biogas production
in both sites, which also led to the highest cumulative methane
production. Overall, the methane production of all the groups
increased in the first 2 days, followed by a gradual decrease on the
third and fourth days due to the consumption of dissolved organic
matters. After 5 days, all the groups presented positive methane
production potential, possibly attributed to the alleviation
inhibition of antibiotics which usually inhibited the activity of
hydrolysis and acidogenesis bacteria (Tian et al., 2018). As the
digestion progressed, the bacterial activity rebounded, and the
organic macromolecule decomposes into small molecules,
promoting methane production (Zhu et al., 2017).

3.3 ARG and MGE Evolution in the EFD AD
Process After Different Hydrothermal
Treatment
The changes of seven macrolide ARG relative abundances in the
hydrothermally treated EFD AD system are described in
Figure 3. The relative abundances of almost all the ARGs in
the AD systems in 30 days were lower than those in 15 days. This
might be due to the ARG host reduction in 30 days for the
consumption of organics and nutrients in the digestate (Zarei-
Baygi and Smith, 2021). As reported, esterase type I and II
encoded by esterase genes (ereA, ereB, and mphA) could
hydrolyze the erythromycin lactone ring, conferring the
resistance of microorganisms to erythromycin (Morar et al.,
2012). In this research, the relative abundance of ereA showed
no significant difference among different hydrothermal
treatments, while ereB presented the lowest amount in the
EFD with 120°C hydrothermal treatment, indicating that this
condition was not suitable for ereB proliferation. mphA relative
abundance showed apparent positive relationships with the
hydrothermal temperature because the high temperature
means less residual erythromycin in the EFD. The rRNA
methylase genes (ermB and ermT) exhibit resistance via
encoding methylase that could prevent hydrogen bond
formation and hold back the binding of erythromycin with the
acting site and the efflux pump genes (mefA) via encoding the
membrane-bound efflux protein to efflux antibiotics. All of these
genes (ermB, ermT, and mefA) decreased in the EFD AD system
with the increasing hydrothermal temperature. This was because
HT destroyed the residual erythromycin in the EFD and
mitigated the selective pressure (Gong et al., 2020). Based on
the results given above, HT was available to inhibit the

FIGURE 2 | Cumulative methane production (A) and daily methane
production (B) of the erythromycin fermentation dregs (EFD) with
hydrothermal treatment at different temperatures.
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dissemination of ARGs in EFD during the AD process and
promote the EFD recycling utilization.

Two MGEs (IntI1 and Tn916/1545) were selected to indicate
the spread of potential risks of ARGs in the EFD. The relative

abundance of IntI1 showed no significant difference in the AD
process of EFD with different HT (Figure 3). In comparison, HT
led to Tn916/1545 relative abundance, increasing in the first
15 days of the AD process, implying that Tn916/1545 has

FIGURE 3 | Relative abundance changes of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) and mobile genetic elements (MGEs) during AD of the erythromycin fermentation
dregs (EFD) with different hydrothermal treatments.
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broad hosts and the decomposition of EFD super colloidal
structure promoting their propagation (Guo et al., 2020). With
the hydrothermal temperature elevating, all the substances in the
EFD were destroyed and Tn916/1545 relative abundance
presented decreased tendency. Moreover, as the digested time
extended to 30 days, it exhibited no significant difference among
all the groups, indicating that HT did not increase the HGT
potential via Tn916/1545. Overall, HT eliminated the residual
antibiotics in the EFD and decreased the ARG and MGE relative
abundance in the subsequent AD process.

3.4 Variations in Microbial Communities
During the EFD AD Process With Different
Hydrothermal Treatments
3.4.1 Bacterial Community Analysis
Figure 4 showed the composition changes of the bacterial
community during the AD process of EFD with different
hydrothermal treatments. Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes,

Proteobacteria, Chloroflexi, Acidobacteria, and Cloacimonetes
were the dominant phyla (Figure 4A) that played a crucial
role in the reaction process. Among them, Firmicutes
presented the highest relative abundance. It is because most of
the Firmicutes could produce endospores, which are resistant to
dehydration and extreme environments (Filippidou et al., 2016).
Thus, in the antibiotic concentrated EFD AD process, Firmicutes
were abundant. However, its relative abundance decreased with
the AD extended to 30 days. It might be because other phylum
bacteria gradually adapted to the environment and caused niche
competition (Peng et al., 2020). Moreover, the relative abundance
of the top 20 bacteria was listed on the genus level (Figure 4B).
Aminicenantales, Longilinea, Sedimentibacter,
norank_o_DTU014, and Syntrophomonas were the dominant
genera.

Aminicenantales was the most abundant bacteria in all the AD
systems. It belongs to Aminicenantes (candidate phylum OP8)
which preferred the hydrocarbon-impacted environments,
especially in low oxygen tension (Farag et al., 2014). Its

FIGURE 4 | Changes of dominant phylum (A) and genus (B) during AD of the erythromycin fermentation dregs (EFD) with hydrothermal treatment at different
temperatures.
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relative abundance was highest in the 160°C hydrothermal treated
group, indicating the best performance of hydrolysis and
acidogenesis. Sedimentibacter, one kind of acidogenic genera,
was the second abundant genus in the EFD AD system. It
took part in the volatile fatty acid production and electron
transfer to methanogens, therefore promoting methane yield
(Regueiro et al., 2014). Moreover, Longilinea belonging to
Anaerolineae, a type of microbiota that can use glucose,
arabinose, and fructose, played significant roles in hydrolysis
and acidogenesis (Chen et al., 2021). Some species of
Anaerolineae could establish syntrophic associations with the
hydrogenotrophic methanogens and use carbohydrates to
produce methane (Xia et al., 2016). The anerobic system of
the EFD with 80°C hydrothermal treatment had the most
Longilinea but produced the lowest methane, suggesting that
Longilinea could not promote biogas yield via syntrophic
associations with the hydrogenotrophic methanogens.
Hydrolysis and acidogenesis bacteria (e.g., Aminicenantales
and Sedimentibacter) was the most abundant in the 160°C
hydrothermal treated group compared to other groups which
promoted the methanogenesis process.

Principal coordinates analysis (PCA) was performed to
investigate the evolution of bacterial communities in the EFD
AD systems with different HT (Figure 5). The bacteria clustered
into four groups after AD for 15 days. The bacteria in the
hydrothermally treated EFD AD system were significantly
different from those of the raw EFD, implying that HT largely
changed the bacterial community composition. Moreover, the
bacterial communities in the group with different hydrothermal
temperatures were much different. 160 and 180°C treated samples
were far separated from 80 to 120°C. This might be attributed to
the less antibiotic residual in the high temperature–treated
systems and presented less selective pressure (Li et al., 2015).

With the AD time prolonging, the bacteria adapted to the
environment gradually, and erythromycin was biodegraded,
presenting less selection pressure. Thus, after AD for 30 days,
the distances of different treated groups were close, which means
that the bacterial community composition difference was
shrinking. This phenomenon was in line with the previous
research that antibiotics were the major driver for bacterial
community evolution (Burman and Bengtsson-Palme, 2021).

3.4.2 Archaeal Community Analysis
The Archaeal community was examined on the genus level to
investigate the methanogenesis in the AD process of EFD
with different HT (Figure 6).
Candidatus_Methanofastidiosum and Methanosarcina
played a dominant role in methane production.
Candidatus_Methanofastidiosum, belonging to the sixth
class of methanogens, could produce methane via
methylated thiol reduction (Nobu et al., 2016). Their
relative abundance in the raw EFD, 80, 120, and 160°C
hydrothermally treated EFD was 24.87, 13.24, 22.55, 37.59,
and 35.85%. The 160°C hydrothermally treated EFD AD
system had the most Candidatus_Methanofastidiosum,
indicating that methylated thiol reduction might be the
major methane production route. Methanosarcina, the
second abundant Archaea in all groups, could function as
the mixotrophic (e.g., acetoclastic, hydrogenotrophic, and
methylotrophic) methanogen (Wang et al., 2017). Their
relative abundance in the 160 and 180°C treated EFD was
17.05 and 19.8%, respectively, which was higher than that in
the low 80 and 120°C treated groups (11.03 and 16.07%). In
addition, strictly hydrogenotrophic methanogens such as
Methanoculleus also appeared in the EFD AD systems
(Manzoor et al., 2016). But, their relative abundance

FIGURE 5 | Principal component analysis (PCA) of bacterial genera during AD for 15 days (A) and 30 days (B) of the erythromycin fermentation dregs (EFD)
after HT.
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decreased with the hydrothermally treated temperature
increasing in the first 15 days of AD, which might be
because of the limited substances. As the digested time
extended to 30 days, Methanoculleus became the dominant
methanogen, implying that the hydrogenotrophic
methanogenesis pathway replaced other pathways in the
late stage of AD. Based on the previous results,
methylotrophic methanogenesis was dominant in the early
phase of the EFD AD process, especially in the system with
high temperature hydrothermal treatment, while with the
digestion process, the hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis
became the major route.

4 CONCLUSION

This study investigated the influence of HT on the AD
performance of EFD at different temperatures. The results
showed that erythromycin removal rates significantly increased
with the hydrothermal temperature elevating, and under the
optimal temperature of 160°C, more than 85% of
erythromycin was eliminated. HT also led to the reduction of
ARGs andMGEs in the EFDAD system. For example, the relative
abundance of ermT and mefA decreased by one order of
magnitude. Moreover, HT promoted methane production
compared to the raw EFD. The relative abundance of
hydrolysis and acidogenesis bacteria (e.g., Aminicenantales and
Sedimentibacter) and methylotrophic methanogens

(Candidatus_Methanofastidiosum and Methanosarcina) was
enhanced after HT at 160°C, indicating that methylated
substance reduction played a dominant role in methanogenesis.
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